Department of Biological Sciences, Florida International University

Evolutionary Ecology - PCB 4673
Fall 2018 Syllabus & Schedule
Your instructor: John Cozza
Contact: jcozza@fiu.edu (not by Canvas; include “BOTANY” in subject line)
Office hours in OE 216: Mon 5-6+; Tues 11-12, 2-3 & 5-6+; Weds 2-3 & 5-6+ (but not
the evenings of 9/5, 10/3, and 11/7) and Fri 5-6+; or by appt. Office phone: 305-348-4932
Lecture and discussion time (crucial and required): MWF 4:00 – 4:50 pm
Room: 120 Ziff Education Building
Introduction:
We will explore the interface of ecology and evolution: how the interactions of organisms
with each other and with their environment shape their change over time, and how that
change in turn modifies the interactions. Some of the most basic and yet most elusive
questions in biology—why are there so many kinds of organisms, how do they co-exist,
what is the advantage of sex, what drives the birth and death of species—will be among
our topics. We will employ active and interactive learning, and you will develop skills in
interpreting and communicating scientific concepts.
Prerequisites: PCB 3043 (Ecology) and PCB 3063 (Genetics)
Biology major distribution area: Ecology
Required materials:
1) Text: Mayhew, Peter 2006. Discovering Evolutionary Ecology. Oxford University Press.
2) Selections from the scientific literature and other sources, to be posted on Canvas.
3) i-clicker (device only—not the app; earlier models OK), available at the bookstore.
Individual & group learning objectives: By the end of the course, you will be able to
 Review relevant concepts from ecology and genetics, add new information, and apply
to hypotheses about evolutionary ecology.
 Read a scholarly book, and from it identify, explain, and discuss advanced concepts in
evolutionary ecology; work with colleagues to clarify difficulties for all.
 Interpret, apply, evaluate, and synthesize results from the scientific literature, verbally
and in writing—both individually and cooperatively in groups.
 Select a relevant scientific paper, present its main results clearly, and discuss with
colleagues. Formulate and ask clarifying questions about colleagues’ presentations.
Structure of the course:
We will usually cover one chapter in Mayhew each week. A typical schedule would be:
 Monday we discuss the new chapter—so you must read it before class!
 Wednesday we discuss related papers or do an interactive activity, with some activities
spanning two classes. For most discussions or activities, you will complete a 1-3 page
individual or group written assignment (6 total) due in 1-2 weeks, as shown on the
schedule. Assignments must be handed in as a hard copy and also submitted digitally
to turnitin.com. You must attend class prepared, and actively participate to get
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credit for the assignment. Assignments will vary; we will discuss in advance what is
expected for each one.
Friday and some other days (starting Week 5) is our Evolutionary Ecology Journal
Club, where we share the results of relevant papers. For your presentation, you will
prepare a single Powerpoint slide about a result from a recent paper, present it to the
class (5 min), and lead a short discussion (3 min). Most of you will work with a partner,
but you may choose to work alone. The paper you select may be on any aspect of
evolutionary ecology, but it must include results of primary research. This will give us
all a rich and varied view of the new and exciting research in the field!
Please show me (or send me the citation for) your paper one week before you
will present it. Plan to arrive early on the day you are presenting to load your slide
onto the classroom computer.
There will be two midterm exams and a cumulative final. Half of the final will cover
the new material since exam 2, and the other half will be cumulative. Exams will be all
scantron Qs, and will test your grasp of the concepts and your ability to synthesize and
apply them. If you miss an exam for a serious and urgent reason (medical emergency,
death in the immediate family, jury or military duty, etc.) you must officially document it
and let me know ASAP. If you miss a midterm and document it, the final exam grade
would also become the make-up grade for the missed midterm. If you miss the final
and document it, you would receive an IN grade, and then you must take a written
(essay questions) make-up exam in the spring semester.
We will use clickers to enable active learning, gauge your understanding, and
stimulate discussion. Clicker questions might appear in any class meeting.

Grading splits:
Midterm exams (2@ 15%)
Final exam:
Written assignments (6 @ 5.8%)
Journal Club slide & presentation
Journal Club attendance & participation
Extra credit (clickers)

30%
20%
35%
10%
5%
up to 5% extra

Clicker extra credit will be calculated as follows. You will get 1 raw clicker point for
participating in each question, and 1 additional point if you answer it correctly. At the end,
your raw point total will be scaled to a maximum of 5% extra credit, with the highest total in
the class scaling to the full 5%.
Grade scale: A = 93-100%, A− = 90-92%, B+ = 87-89%, B = 83-86%, B− = 80-82%,
C+ = 77-79%, C = 70-76%, D = 60-69, F = 0-59%.
A grade of “C” or better is required to earn credit in the biology major. Grades are rounded
up or down to the nearest 1%. There will be no curving, and no unearned points will be
added to anyone’s grade. The only extra credit available will be that earned by using your
clicker, or by participating in and writing about selected enrichment activities announced in
class.
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How to use turn-it-in:
Turn-it-in is a tool to help you make sure that all of your written work is original. Consider
each highlight on the “originality report” that turn-it-in provides. If it’s coincidental
(something anyone could say, e.g. “hypotheses for the evolution of sex”) then it’s OK. But
if it’s the specific wording of your author or website, or another student, then you have to
remove it. And you can’t just change a few words—turn-it-in will still detect this—you must
completely rewrite the highlighted sentence(s) in your own words. If in doubt—rewrite!
The best way to avoid plagiarism is simply not to have the source in front of you (or up on
the screen) while you are writing! And you can never cut-and-paste an author’s text into
your document--ever!
Honor policies:
As scientists and scholars, we hold ourselves to the highest standards of integrity. The
FIU honor policy will apply fully to our work in this class. Any cheating on exams or
plagiarism on written work will result in a grade of F for the assignment and, if warranted,
the course. Signing someone else’s name on a class attendance sheet or poll will result in
loss of participation points for both people. Using more than one clicker will result in
temporary confiscation of both clickers, and permanent loss of clicker points for the owner
and perpetrator. All course materials are for your use only—do not share, post, or sell (it’s
stealing). Serious dishonor or cheating will result in academic misconduct charges.
As a progressive learning community, we respect and protect the civil rights of everyone,
regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, culture, place of origin, or disability.
Academic misconduct definitions and procedures are detailed at:
http://integrity.fiu.edu/misconducts.html, and in the FIU Student Handbook.
FIU’s student code of conduct, and policies on discrimination and sexual harassment, are
available at: http://regulations.fiu.edu/regulation.
Accommodations for disabilities are arranged through the Disability Resources Center.
See: http://studentaffairs.fiu.edu/get-support/disability-resource-center/index.php.

General expectations and how to succeed:
 Read and outline the text and assigned papers thoughtfully, before the relevant
class. The material is challenging-- you will need to read much of it more than once!
 Attend every class and actively participate in discussions, interactive questions, and
activities. Studies show that active, social engagement with the material produces
meaningful, enduring learning.
 Ask questions; ask for clarification. There are no stupid questions!
 Help your neighbor and contribute to the group. If you help each other, everyone will
do better including you!
 Review concepts ASAP after class, using the book and other resources.
 Come to office hours with any questions you are still unsure about.
 Read all course emails and announcements on Canvas! You are responsible for all
information in them, as well as anything announced or posted in class.
 Take care of yourself: Eat well, drink water, sleep, exercise, go outside!
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Week
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Finals

Date
20 Aug
22
24
27
29
31
3 Sept
5
7
10
12
14
17
19
21
24
26
28
1 Oct
3
5
8
10
12
15
17
19
22
24
26
29
31
2 Nov
5
7
9
12
14
16
19
21
23
26
28
30
3 Dec

Topic or graded activity/discussion
Course information and introduction
What is evolutionary ecology?
Forming hypotheses in evolutionary ecology
Major evolutionary transitions
Major evolutionary transitions continued
1) Discussion: How did sex originate?

Reading due
Mayhew ch. 1
Fox 2014
Mayhew ch. 2

8/27: drop/add
8/28: $$ due

Hurst 2016, Lenski 1999, Otto 2008,
Scudallari 2014, Zimmer 2009

Labor Day holiday—no class
How did sex originate? continued (due 9/17) Find, read, bring, and discuss a
relevant paper on sex evolution.
+ How to do Journal Club & example
Major ecological transitions
Mayhew ch. 3
Climate change discussion Sign up for JC by today AAS 2010, Gillis 2015
Life history evolution
Mayhew ch. 4
2) Discussion: suicidal trees (due 9/24)
Poorter 2005, J Read 2008
Sex allocation
Mayhew ch. 5
Sex change discussion
Vitt 2003, Kline 2011
Journal club (#1-5)
Dispersal
Mayhew ch. 6
EXAM #1 on weeks 1-5
Journal club (#6-10)
Behavior and plasticity
Mayhew ch. 7
3) Activity: Invasive species assessment
Pheloung 1999
Bring your article or computer
Invasive species continued (due 10/15)
Population dynamics
Mayhew ch. 8
Journal club (#11-15)
Journal club (#16-20)
Generalization vs. specialization
Mayhew ch. 9
ALL: Moran 2010 + divided among
4) Discussion: Specialization in Nepenthes
group: 3-4 papers you signed up to read
Specialization in Nepenthes continued (due 11/14)
(posted on Canvas)
Antagonism vs. cooperation
Mayhew ch. 10
5) Activity: Antbirds and army ants
Angier 2012, Kuhlmann 2006
Antbirds and army ants continued (due 11/5)
Mayhew ch. 11 10/29: last DR
Coevolution
EXAM #2 on weeks 6-10
Journal club (#21-25)
Speciation
Mayhew ch. 12
Journal club (#26-30)
Extinction
Mayhew ch. 13
Veterans’ Day holiday—no class
P Read 2009, Caldeira 2013,
6) Discussion: How will we become sustainable?
Burger 2012
Sustainability continued (due 11/30)
Macroecology
Mayhew ch. 15 (←note!)
Journal club (#31-35)
Thanksgiving holiday—no class
Mayhew ch. 14, Hallinan 2011
Macroevolution
Journal club (#36-40)
Course wrap-up + evaluations (online)
Mayhew ch. 16 (short)
FINAL EXAM on weeks 11-15 + cumulative; 2:15-4:15 PM in ZEB 120
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This syllabus and schedule, particularly the time devoted to each topic, may
change at any time to better meet the needs of the group, or due to unforeseen
circumstances. All changes will be announced in class or via Canvas. The most
current version will be kept updated on Canvas, so check there if in doubt.
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